**H4 LED 4” Downlighting System**
- 700 lumens
- 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K CCT options
- 90 CRI with R9 > 50
- New construction and remodel housings
- Baffle, reflector, directional and wall wash trims
- White, black, specular clear, haze, satin nickel, and tuscan bronze finishes
- Damp and wet location listed (shower light) with baffle and reflector trims

**ML4 LED 4” Trim System**
- Retrofit, new construction or remodel
- 1000 lumen light modules
- 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K CCT options
- 90 CRI with R9 > 50
- Damp and wet location listed (lens trims)
- 120V-277V UNV, 120V Dimmable to 5%
- Lumen Maintenance: L70 at 50,000 hours
- 4” round and square trims feature 2” pinholes
- Open, lens, and wall wash in luxury finishes

**RL4 and RL56 Retrofit LED Modules**
- Retrofit, new construction or remodel
- 600 and 900 lumen series (RL56)
- 120V Dimmable to 5%
- 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K CCT options
- 80 CRI, and 90 CRI with R9 > 50
- Damp and wet location listed (lens trims)
- Designer Trim accessories in Satin Nickel, Tuscan Bronze and White (Paintable)
- RL56 offers torsion spring and friction clip mounting
- Lumen Maintenance: L70 at 50,000 hours

**ML56 LED 5” and 6” Trim System**
- Retrofit, new construction or remodel
- 600, 900, and 1200 lumen light modules
- 59x Series 5” trims / 69x Series 6” trims
- 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K CCT options
- 80 CRI, and 90 CRI with R9 > 50
- Baffle, reflector, directional and wall wash trims
- Damp and wet location listed (per trim listings)
- 120V-277V UNV, 120V Dimmable to 5%
- Lumen Maintenance: L70 at 50,000 hours

**RA4 Series 4” Adjustable Gimbals**
- Retrofit, new construction, or remodel
- For accent, task, grazing and downlighting
- 35° tilt, up to 360° rotation
- Beam distribution options
- NFL (Narrow Flood 25°)
- VWFL (Very Wide Flood 80°)
- 600 lumens

**LT4 and LT56 Retrofit LED Modules**
- Retrofit, new construction or remodel
- 600 lumen Series
- 120V Dimmable to 10%
- 3000K CCT option
- 90 CRI with R9 > 50
- Damp and wet location listed (shower light)
- LT56 features pre-installed torsion springs
- Lumen Maintenance: L70 at 35,000 hours

**SLD4 and SLD6 Surface LED Downlights**
- Retrofit, new construction or remodel
- Fits most 3” & 4” junction boxes
- Recessed housing retrofit with hardware kit
- 600 lumen series
- 120V Dimmable to 5%
- 1200 lumen series (SLD6)
- 120V Dimmable to 5%
- 1200 UNV lumen series (SLD6)
- 120V-277V Universal Voltage
- 120V Dimmable to 5%
- 0-10V Dimmable to 10% with 0-10V controls
## LED Housings

### GOT NAIL! Bar Hanger
- **Got Nail! Patented Bar Hanger System with precisely aligned pre-installed nail.**
  - GOT NAIL! safety and guidance system prevents snagging and automatically aligns the nail for a smooth and straight installation, and easy removal.
  - Automatic levelling flange aligns the housing with the joist bottom and keeps the housing secured during installation.
  - Five alternate mounting points on bar hanger ends add versatility.
  - Exclusive bottom slot allows housing to be shifted almost 1” sideways for accurate placement.
  - Integral T-grid ceiling clip - no additional clips needed.
- **Pass-N-Thru™ feature**
  - Bar hangers can be shortened for use in joist spans of less than 12” without tools or having to remove bar hangers from plaster frame.
- **Q-channel bars interlock for secure installation**

### Junction Box Slide-N-Side™
- **Patented Slide-N-Side strain relief wire trap system**
- Slide-N-Side allows wiring connections to be made outside the box for speed and accuracy.
- Accepts 12/2, 12/3, 14/2, and 14/3 non-metallic sheathed cable (12/2, 14/2, and 14/3 Canada)

### Junction Box Push-in Wire Connectors
- **Quick Connect™**
  - Speeds installation
  - No additional wire nuts required
  - Clear cap to confirm connections

### Regressed Locking Screw and Multiple Crimp Points
- **Regressed locking screw accessible from below the ceiling line**
  - Regressed locking screw does not interfere with ceiling material
  - Universal Screw head can be tightened with slotted or phillips screwdriver or nutdriver
- **Multiple crimp-lock points designed for linesman pliers (5 to 7 locking points as per housing design)**
  - Multiple crimp-lock points accessible from below the ceiling line

### AIR-TITE™
- **Housings feature a gasket pre-installed on plaster frame of “AT” housings**
  - Simplifies inspector check-off
  - Speeds installation
  - Use to meet state energy codes per test standard ASTM-E283
- **Accessory gasket available to cover gaps around the finished ceiling cut out when needed:**
  - GA-ATH7-6PK

---

**HL6 ALLSLOPE LED**

6” Slope Ceiling Downlighting System
- 1200 lumen series ICAT housing
- 1800 lumen series Non-IC housing
- 2/12 -12/12 (10-45”) slope pitch adjustment and ± 20° rotation
- Slope contoured reflector, baffle and lens (showerlight) trims
- 90 CRI with R9>50
- 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K CCT options

- **Lens options:** 25° NFL (included), 40° FL, 55° WFL
- **120V-277V Universal Voltage**
  - 120V Dimmable to 5%
  - 0-10V Dimmable to 10% with 0-10V controls